Qualified Contractors for IFC 510 and Emergency Responder Radio Coverage Testing

No recommendation is given or implied by the Cobb County Fire Marshal's Office.

Initial needs testing and final commissioning testing must be performed by an approved contractor. (See list below) Final acceptance inspections are completed by Cobb FMO personnel.

Plans must be reviewed and approved by the FMO prior to installation of or modification to an IFC 510/ERRC system. To schedule a plan review appointment go to CobbFMO.org, Plan Review. After plan approval by the FMO, appropriate permits must be obtained through the applicable building department. Only firms with persons holding a FCC “General Radio Operators” can be issued a permit and installation must be supervised by the licensed technicians.

---

**Primary Contact:** Deidra Winfrey  
_Project Coordinator_  
**Secondary Contact:** Jeff Golden  
_Director of System Integration_  
**Diversified Electronics, Inc.**  
1290 Field Parkway  
Marietta, GA 30066  
Office: (770) 427-8181  
Fax: (770) 427-3069  
Email: IFC_Testing@deirr.com

---

**Primary Contact:** Joe Banas  
**Mobile Communications Inc.**  
2241 Tucker Industrial Dr.  
Tucker, GA 30084  
Office: (404) 284-8115  
ERRCtesting@callmc.com